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времени следующей программы segmentCalculate время времени работы эффективности следующего сегмента программы: для (i No 1; i &lt; n; i) для (j й 1; j &lt; n; j') для (k 1; k &lt; n; k) печати (%d %d %dCalculate %dCalculate Efficiency of the next segment of the program: for (i q 1; i zlt; n; n;) printf
(%dGiven, that the algorithm's efficiency is 5n 2 , if the step in this algorithm takes 1 nanosecond (10-9 seconds), how long it takes the algorithm to process the input size of 1000Thre the student wrote algorithms for the same problem. They tested three algorithms with two data sets, as shown below: aWrite comparison
function (see Program 1-6) to compare two lines. all employees of the company raise the living wage by 3.2%. Suppose the pay file includes all current employees Composite data types for your core programming language 'Start Time for Student 3:1 What is the effectiveness for each algorithm? What is the best? This is
an increase in the living wage of 3.2%. Suppose the pay file includes all current employees
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